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General Introduction 

Mail & Deploy is a reporting suite that enables you to design reports from data sources and distribute 

them to users on a regular and on-demand basis. This reference manual contains a full documentation 

about all components of Mail & Deploy and should ideally be used on conjunction with tutorials. 

This first section includes an overview about the architecture of Mail & Deploy in chapter Architecture as 

well as information about how to obtain support, assistance, access to knowledge bases and consulting 

services in chapter Contact Us. 
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Architecture 

Mail & Deploy consists of two components; the server acts as a host for repositories which contain 

encapsulated data about users, reports and tasks as well as a web-service for on-demand services. The 

client, on the other hand, can connect to one of these servers and provide functionality for users to design 

reports and manage tasks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Server 

The server is a centralized component that contains one or more repositories and allows users to design 

reports (by connecting with a Mail & Deploy Client) as well as consume them (by connecting to Mail & 

Deploy hub from a web browser). The server is also responsible for the execution of tasks. 

Repository 

A repository is a collection of users, reports and tasks within a context of defined security. In other words: 

only users that you actively grant access to a repository will be able to consume reports from and design 

reports within that repository. This allows you to create encapsulated areas of reports (e.g. one for each 

department) preventing access to data from users who are not allowed to see that data. 

Client 

The client enables users to access a repository by connecting to a server. Clients can be used by users to 

design reports and set up tasks. 
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Contact Us 

You can contact our support team by sending an e-mail to support@mail-and-deploy.com. Our company 

website (http://www.hpartner.at) as well as our Mail & Deploy website (http://www.mail-and-

deploy.com) contains information about new releases, bugfixes, features etc. 

Harrer Unternehmensberatung KG 

Kollergasse 06/01 

A-1030 Vienna 

http://www.hpartner.at 

http://www.mail-and-deploy.com 

support@mail-and-deploy.com 
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Overview 

A server is a centralized component that contains one or more repositories and provides an interface to 

which users can connect to design reports, manage tasks and consume tasks on-demand. 

System Requirements 

In order to install Mail & Deploy Server you need to make sure that the following requirements are 

fulfilled. 

• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.6 

• Microsoft Excel 
optional: only required if you want to create Microsoft Excel Reports 

• Microsoft PowerPoint 
optional: only required if you want to create Microsoft PowerPoint Reports 

• Microsoft Word 
optional: only required if you want to create Microsoft Word Reports 

• Licensed QlikView Desktop Client (Version 11 upwards) 
optional: only required if you want use QlikView Documents (QVW) as data source for reports 

• Access to Qlik Sense with a user specifically dedicated to Mail & Deploy 
optional: only required if you want to use Qlik Sense Applications as data source for reports 

• SMTP Server 
optional: only required if you want to distribute reports by e-mail 

 

🛈 Please note, that the demand that Mail & Deploy Server puts on the computer depends on the complexity and size of 

data sources and reports and therefore depends on your specific implementation. 
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Installation 

Double-click the file Mail & Deploy Server Setup.exe to initiate the installation. You will have to enter the 

target path (we recommend C:\Mail & Deploy\Server) as well as the credentials for the user account 

under which Mail & Deploy Server should run – please make sure you enter the user name in 

Domain\Username format, also for local users. 
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Configuration 

To configure the server, Mail & Deploy Server Control Panel needs to be started – it’s located in the root 

folder of your Mail & Deploy Server installation. The dialog that appears allows you to perform certain 

configuration actions described below.  

🛈 If there is no valid license installed, you will not see all configuration options. Please install a valid license and restart 

Mail & Deploy Server Control Panel in order to unlock all options. 

Repositories 

This section allows you to organize all repositories on this server. These repositories are located in the 

Data\Repositories sub directory of your Mail & Deploy Server installation; backing up these files will 

allow you to restore the complete state of these repositories. 

Repositores can be managed by using the  and  buttons. Please note, however, that repositories 

can only be deleted when the server is currently stopped (see Windows Service Administration). 

When adding a repository, you will have to enter its name and its administrator user; the latter will be 

the first user within that repository to have the administrator role (see User Management). Connecting to 

that repository from Mail & Deploy Client with this user will then allow you to add more users to the 

repository. Please note, that you have to enter the username in domain\username format. 

Administration 

Windows Service Administration 

Mail & Deploy Server is running as a windows service – in this part of the Control Panel you can manage 

this windows service. You can control the service status by clicking the  and  buttons to start or stop 

the service. 

The service credentials determine which user is used to run the windows service. This user will also be 

used to access Qlik Sense and QlikView data sources, E-Mail Servers etc. It’s therefore important to 

choose a user which has sufficient access rights to all these data sources and services. Also, if you want 

to save reports to the file system (see Save Report to File System) when executing a task, you need to 

make sure, that this user has sufficient rights to access these file system locations. You can change the 

service user by entering its username and password and then clicking the  button. This will restart the 

service, so Mail & Deploy Server will not be available until the completion of that restart. 

Network Configuration 

You can specify the Main Port that is used to handle the communication between Mail & Deploy Clients 

and Mail & Deploy Server. Please make sure, that the port you enter here is not used by any other 

application and that it is not blocked by a firewall – this would block every communication from Mail & 

Deploy Clients to the server. You can apply the new port by clicking the  button. This will restart the 

service, so Mail & Deploy Server will not be available until the completion of that restart. 
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On Demand Configuration 

This section allows you to enable or disable on demand functionality of that Mail & Deploy Server; you 

can also specify the port the webserver should use to provide this functionality (see On Demand). Please 

make sure that the port you enter here is not used by any other application and that it is not blocked by 

a firewall. You can apply the new settings by clicking the  button. This will restart the service, so Mail 

& Deploy Server will not be available until the completion of that restart. 

API Server Configuration 

This section allows you to enable or disable API functionality for 3rd party developers (see API). Please 

make sure that the port you enter here is not used by any other application and that it is not blocked by 

a firewall. You can apply the new settings by clicking the  button. This will restart the service, so Mail 

& Deploy Server will not be available until the completion of that restart. 

Updating 

This section helps you to update your Mail & Deploy Server installation. If you have received an update 

package (a file with mdpkg extension), you can browse the file and let the automatic updater do its job. 

However, please note that this only updates the server, not Mail & Deploy Clients. 

Licensing 

This tab displays details about the Mail & Deploy license that is currently installed. 
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General Introduction 

Mail & Deploy Client is an application that can be used by users to connect to a repository on a Mail & 

Deploy Server, administrate users, design reports and define tasks. 
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Installation 

Double-click the file Mail & Deploy Client Setup.exe to initiate the installation. You will have to enter the 

target path (we recommend C:\Mail & Deploy\Client). 
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Updating 

Mail & Deploy Client has an integrated auto-update feature; whenever the application is started, it will 

connect to any server for which there is a server repository configured (see Server Repositories) and ask 

the server if there’s a new version of the client available. If that is the case, you will be informed about 

the new update and it will then automatically be installed. 
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Starting the Application 

After a successful installation of Mail & Deploy Client, you can start the application by double-clicking 

the Mail & Deploy Client.exe file located directly in the root of the installation directory. If you start Mail 

& Deploy Client the first time with the current windows username, an authentication dialog will appear 

which will require you to enter your user credentials for authentication. You will not need to do that again 

unless you start the client with a windows user that hasn’t yet provided authentication details or the 

password for an already authenticated user has changed. 

Connecting to a Repository 

After the splash screen of Mail & Deploy Client has disappeared a dialog will be shown that allows you 

to select to which server repository you want to connect. Basically, Mail & Deploy Client can be used to 

connect to multiple repositories on various servers; however, only one connection at a time can be 

established. 

In the drop-down field, all server repositories to which Mail & Deploy Client could successfully connect, 

are displayed. You can then select the repository to which you want to connect and then click the  

button. 

If you want to connect to a new server repository, you can launch the Server Repository configuration by 

clicking the  button. A dialog will appear in which to you can configure server repositories (see Server 

Repositories). 

If a configured server repository does not appear in the drop-down field, this might indicate connection 

problems (affecting the connection between Mail & Deploy Client and Mail & Deploy Server) as well as 

authentication problems; the current windows user (or a Run As-user, if configured) will be used to connect 

to the repository; therefore, the user running Mail & Deploy needs to have at least a Designer access 

level (see User Management) to the repository in order to be able to connect using Mail & Deploy Client. 
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Configuration 

Server Repositories 

You can manage server repositories by clicking Tools  Settings  Server Repositories. A list of all 

currently configured server repositories will be displayed. 

Adding a Server Repository 

You can add a new server repository by clicking the  button. You can then specify a name (which is 

only used to identify this repository when connecting through the client), the IP address or host name and 

the port of the Mail & Deploy Server to which you want to connect as well as the name of the repository 

on the server. After entering the IP address or host name and the port of Mail & Deploy Server, you can 

click the  button to refresh the list of available repositories on the server. Please note, that only 

repositories to which Mail & Deploy Client can connect and for the user that runs Mail & Deploy Client 

has sufficient access rights will be displayed in the drop-down field. 

Editing a Server Repository 

You can edit the connection to a server repository by selecting the server repository in the list and then 

clicking the  button. You can the edit the details of the server repository. 

Deleting a Server Repository 

You can delete a server repository connection by selecting the server repository in the list and then 

clicking the  button. 

E-Mail Servers 

You can manage e-mail servers by clicking Tools  Settings  E-Mail Servers. A list of all currently 

configured e-mail servers will be displayed. E-Mail servers are used to distribute reports by e-mail 

during a task execution (see Distribute Report by E-Mail) or when using on demand reporting (see On 

Demand). 

You can add an e-mail server by clicking the  button and then selecting the e-mail server type you 

want to create in the context menu. E-Mail servers can be edited and deleted by using the  and  

buttons. 

Styles 

You can manage styles by clicking Tools  Settings  Styles. A list of all currently configured styles will 

be displayed. 

On Demand 

Here you can specify whether the current repository can be accessed from the on demand hub (see On 

Demand) and which e-mail server shall be used to send e-mails requested through the on demand hub. 
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User Management 

Introduction 

You can manage all users within a repository by clicking Users in the left main menu. Users can act as 

simple e-mail recipients (they only receive reports), on demand users, report designers or administrators. 

This can be configured with the Access Level for each user. The following table gives an overview about 

each access level and its associated user rights: 

Access Level Description 

None Users with this access level cannot use Mail & Deploy Client and they are not allowed 

to access Mail & Deploy Hub for on-demand reporting. These users are passive e-
mail recipients only and can be used to distribute reports to them (see Distribute 

Report by E-Mail). 

Consumer Users with this access level cannot use Mail & Deploy Client to design reports, but 

they can access Mail & Deploy hub for on-demand reporting (see On Demand). 

Designer Users with this access level can connect to the repository with Mail & Deploy Client 

to design reports and administrate tasks (sees Reports and Tasks) and they are also 

allowed to access Mail & Deploy hub for on-demand reporting (see On Demand). 

Administrator Users with this access level can connect to the repository with Mail & Deploy Client 

to design reports and administrate tasks. They can also administrator users within 

that repository and they are also allowed to access Mail & Deploy hub for on-
demand reporting (see On Demand). 

 

Each user has an associated access level. Users can also be grouped by defining user groups; these user 

groups are not used to assign user rights, but they can be used to distribute reports to groups of users 

(see Distribute Report by E-Mail) and allow on-demand reporting for groups of users (see On Demand). 

Users 

As previously stated, users can be used to distribute e-mails to them; additional access rights allow users 

to consume reports by using on-demand reporting or design reports and define tasks by connecting to 

the repository by using Mail & Deploy Client. 

Manage Users 

You can add, edit and delete users by using the ,  and  buttons. Each user will have a name used 

to identify the user, an access level, and – optionally – a windows username and an e-mail address. 

Only users having a valid e-mail address can be used to distribute reports by e-mail to them and only 

users having a valid windows username in domain\username format can connect to the Mail & Deploy 

Hub to consume on-demand reporting and Mail & Deploy Client to design reports and define tasks. 

User Groups 

When you want to group individual users, you can use user groups; this helps you to distribute reports to 

a group of users without having to specify each recipient individually. Also, user groups can be used to 

grant on-demand reporting access to a group of users without having to specify each user individually. 
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Manage User Groups 

User groups can be managed by using the ,  and  buttons. Each user can be member of multiple 

user groups, if necessary. 

Importing Users and User Groups 

You can import users and / or user groups from an Active Directory or a CSV file by clicking the  

button and then choosing the import source from the context menu. 

Active Directory Import 

This tool helps you to import users and user groups from the active directory. If you open the tool, it will 

display the active directory tree from which you can then select groups and users to import. 

🛈 The active directory can only be populated and imported if the user that runs Mail & Deploy Client has at least read 

access to the active directory. 

 

You can choose whether to import users and/or user groups as well as choose between two import modes, 

Add and Synchronize. The selected import mode always applies to both users and user groups, if both 

are selected to be imported. 

Adding Users 

If you choose to add users from the active directory, all users selected in the active directory tree will be 

imported; only when a user with the same windows username already exists, the respective user will be 

skipped to avoid double entries. All users (including those already existing) will be assigned the selected 

access level and language code as well as the e-mail address of the active directory user. 

Synchronizing Users 

If you choose to synchronize users from the active directory, all users selected in the active directory tree 

will be added as described above (see Adding Users). In addition to that, those users of the repository 

that have an assigned windows username but have not been selected in the active directory tree, will be 

deleted from the repository. 

Adding User Groups 

If you choose to add user groups, all groups selected in the active directory tree will be created in the 

repository, unless a user group with that name already exists. For each of these selected active directory 

groups, all members that are also users in the repository will be added to the group. 

Synchronizing User Groups 

If you choose to synchronize user groups, all groups selected in the active directory tree will be added 

as described above (see Adding User Groups). In addition to that, all users that are part of the user 

group in the repository, are not part of the active directory group (or have not been selected in the 

active directory tree) will be removed from the group. 
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Data Sources 

Introduction 

Data sources are used to collect data and charts which can then be combined to a report with a specific 

design (see Reports). 

Data Source Types 

Mail & Deploy supports various data source types; QlikView Documents, Qlik Sense Desktop Applications 

and Qlik Sense Server Applications. 

QlikView Documents 

This type of data source represents a QlikView Document (QVW file) and is defined by a name which 

is used to identify the data source within Mail & Deploy as well as a path to the QVW file. Optionally, 

if the QlikView Document uses section access, a section access user and password can be specified. 

🛈 
If the QlikView Document is protected with section access, the section access user specified in Mail & Deploy needs to 

be able to access all parts of the document that are required to create reports in Mail & Deploy. Ideally, this user is 

one that has full access rights to the document. 

 

Qlik Sense Desktop Application 

This type of data source represents an application of a local Qlik Sense Desktop installation and is 

defined by a name which is used to identify the data source within Mail & Deploy as well as the name 

of the Qlik Sense Desktop Application. This data source can only be used in purely local Mail & Deploy 

installations, where Mail & Deploy Server and Mail & Deploy Client are installed on the same computer 

with no existing remote installations of Mail & Deploy Clients. 

Qlik Sense Server Application 

This type of data source represents an application of a Qlik Sense Server and is defined by a name 

which is used to identify the data source within Mail & Deploy, the host name or IP address of the Qlik 

Sense Server as well as the name of the Qlik Sense Server Application. 

Data Source Cache 

Mail & Deploy caches the structure of data sources internally in order to speed up the access to these 

data sources; in other words: Mail & Deploy stores tables, fields, variables, charts and objects of a data 

source in an internal cache. Whenever the structure of a data source has changed, you can refresh the 

internal cache by selecting the data source in the list and clicking the  button. It might take a few 

minutes – depending on the size and complexity of the data source – to refresh the cache. 

🛈 The cache only needs to be refreshed if tables, fields, variables, reports and charts have changed. You don’t need to 

refresh the cache if only the data content of the data source has changed (e.g. after a reload). 
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Managing Data Sources 

You can add, edit and delete users by using the ,  and  buttons. You need to specify details 

about each data sources depending on their data source type. 

If you select Perform Initial Reload, the data source will automatically be reloaded when it’s first 

initialized during the execution of a task. Similarly, selecting Perform Initial Unfilter will remove all filters 

from the data source during the initialization. 
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Reports 

Introduction 

Reports are documents with a pre-defined layout and content that is taken from one or more data sources 

(see Data Sources). Basically, there are three groups of reports; Embedded QlikView Reports, which 

have been designed using the embedded report designer of QlikView Desktop Client, Template Based 

Reports that can be designed from within Mail & Deploy by using Microsoft Office or HTML templates 

and CSV Reports. 

Basic Concepts 

Managing Reports 

Reports can by managed by clicking Reports in the left main menu of Mail & Deploy Client. You can add 

a report by clicking the  button and then selecting the report type you want to create in the context 

menu. Reports can be edited and deleted by using the  and  buttons. 

Basic Report Properties 

Some information needs to be supplied for all types of reports; the name of the report, which is used to 

identify the report within Mail & Deploy, its description, which will be displayed to users whenever they 

might need more information about the report (e.g. when using on demand reporting, see On Demand). 

Optionally, reports can have one or more report parameters. These parameters can later be used in 

actions (e.g. to filter data sources etc.). Each parameter has a default value (or a list of default values) 

– these default values will be used when previewing the report or when this report is being executed 

through other ways (e.g. in a task or by an on demand request; sees Tasks and On Demand) and no 

values for that parameter have been provided. 

Actions 

In order to properly prepare data sources (e.g. by filtering or reloading them), you can add actions 

which will be executed before the actual report will be created (see Actions). 

Previewing Reports 

Whenever you design a report, you can preview the output by pressing the button. This will execute the 

report with the current settings and open the output file. When previewing a report, the default values 

for report parameters will be used. 

Embedded QlikView Report 

Overview 

This kind of report is one where you cannot edit the design of the report with Mail & Deploy. Instead, 

the report is designed from within QlikView Desktop Client and its embedded report designer. During 

the creation of such a report, Mail & Deploy basically performs the following tasks: 

 

 
Input 

Parameters 

Execute Actions 

Examples: Filtering one or 

more data sources, 
reloading data sources etc. 

 
Create PDF 
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The report takes (optionally) one or more input parameters. These can then be used to filter data sources; 

in addition to that, other actions can be performed (see Actions) such as reloading data sources, removing 

filters from data sources etc. Once all actions have been executed and all data sources are in their 

required state, a PDF will be created from the embedded report. 

QlikView Embedded Report Properties 

In addition to the general report properties, QlikView Embedded Reports require some information to 

be provided on the QlikView tab; you need to select the data source that contains the embedded report 

and you need to provide the name of the report in the data source as an expression (see Expressions). 

Template Based Reports  

This kind of report basically allows you to create a template using Microsoft Office or HTML and fill the 

template with data, tables and charts from data sources. The type of template is directly related to the 

type of report (e.g. an HTML report will have an HTML template etc.). 

You can open the editor for the report template by clicking the  button. This will open Microsoft Word, 

Excel, PowerPoint or the HTML editor. If you are working with Microsoft Word, Excel or PowerPoint you 

can insert report elements by dragging them from the list into the template. If you are working with an 

HTML template, you can use the buttons in the toolbar ( , , and ) to insert report elements into 

the template. 

Importing an already existing template from a Microsoft Office or HTML file is possible by clicking the 

 button. This will replace the current template of the report with the imported one. 

Report Elements 

Mail & Deploy can insert data, tables and charts from data sources into a report template; this is 

accomplished using report elements. Each report element represents a text, table or chart that is taken 

from a data source and then inserted into the final report. 

All report elements have a code and a name. The code is used when referencing a report element from 

the template and the name is used to give a readable caption to the report element to identify it; the 

name is not used during the report creation. 

Text Report Element 

This type of report element allows you to add text passages from data sources to the report. The text 

passage is defined by an expression (see Expressions). The resulting text can then be formatted by 

applying a custom format; please note that this requires the expression to be in a data type that allows 

the specified formatting (e.g. if you specify a date format string such as “dd.MM.yyyy”, you have to 

make sure that the expression returns a valid date). 

Chart Report Element 

This type of report element allows you to add the graphic representation of a chart from a data source 

into the report template. You need to specify a Data Source and the Data Source Object from which to 

get the graphical representation. The image will be created in the size you entered and can be cropped 

by cutting out pixels at the top, right, bottom and left. 
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Picture Report Element 

The picture report inserts an image into the report template; the Source URL is defined by an expression 

(see Expressions) and defines the path from which the image file should be read from. This can be a 

local or a network file path, UNC paths are supported. File formats that can be used include GIF, BMP, 

JPEG and PNG. 

Table Report Element 

This type of report element allows you to add a table from a data source to the report. You need to 

specify a Data Source and a Data Source Object; this defines the source object from which the table 

should be derived. You can then specify additional properties such as whether header cells, normal data 

cells (the actual table content except headers and totals) and total cells should be included in the report. 

Also, header cells can be set to be merged, which will merge header cells containing the same cell value. 

The table report element does not directly allow you to specify which columns from the source table shall 

be added to the output table (however, in contrast to the customized table report element, it supports 

tables with a dynamic number of columns) or how individual cells shall be styled and formatted for each 

column individually; however, you can specify for each cell type whether you don’t want to apply any 

style at all, keep the source style or apply a specific style that you can define in the style editor. The 

application of styles is optional. In the case of Microsoft Excel reports: if you don’t apply styles with Mail 

& Deploy, the formatting options of Microsoft Excel will be used. This means that you can prepare your 

template with formats, colors etc. and Mail & Deploy will only add raw data to the Excel sheet. 

Conditional formatting is also possible in these cases. 

However, there’s still a possibility to adjust the table; by using the Delete Columns and Merge Columns 

properties, you can delete columns and specify columns whose cells shall be merged. Both properties 

need to be set to a comma-separated list of integers that represent the numbers of the columns to delete 

or merge. In addition to the numbers of the columns of which cells shall be merged, the vertical alignment 

of merged cells can be defined. 

Example: We assume that we have a data source table that contains a dynamic number of columns. However, 
we know, that the first two columns are dimensions and the third is just an empty separator column that needs 

to be deleted. In order to delete the third (empty) column, the Delete Columns property needs to be set to 
“3”. To merge cells containing the same value of the first two columns, the Merge Columns property needs to 

be set to “1,2”. 

🛈 
To configure these settings, tables with vertical orientation (columns are aligned horizontally, rows vertically) shall be 

assumed. If the table is set to be transformed (e.g. by applying the setting “Horizontal Table” in QlikView) in the data 

source, Mail & Deploy will automatically consider this and apply the settings in the correct way. 

 

For Microsoft Excel reports, there’s also an Insertion Mode setting (see Table Insertion Modes) that 

controls how other contents of the Microsoft Excel Sheet will be affected by the insertion of the table. 

Customized Table Report Element 

This type of report element is based on the table report element (see Table Report Element), but allows 

you to control your output in more detail. 

You need to specify a data source and a data source object; this defined the source object from which 

the table should be derived. You can then specify additional properties such as whether header cells, 

normal data cells (the actual table content except headers and totals) and total cells should be included 
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in the report. Also, header cells can be set to be merged, which will merge header cells containing the 

same cell value. 

You can define the columns of the resulting table by using the ,  and  buttons in the Columns 

section of the report element. Clicking the  you can populate the list of columns with all columns from 

the source table. You can change the order of columns by using the  and  buttons. This gives you 

more flexibility over the output, however, tables with a dynamic number of columns may in some cases 

not be usable with a customized table report element. 

For each column, you can specify to which column of the source table it is associated, how to manage 

column width (either by a fixed pixel value or an automatically detected width based on the contents of 

the column) and which styles to apply. You can also specify for each column individually whether normal 

data cells containing the same cell value shall be merged and which vertical alignment the content of 

such merged shall have. 

🛈 
To configure these settings, tables with vertical orientation (columns are aligned horizontally, rows vertically) shall be 

assumed. If the table is set to be transformed (e.g. by applying the setting horizontal table in QlikView) in the data 

source, Mail & Deploy will automatically consider this and apply the settings in the correct way. 

 

The application of styles is optional. In the case of Microsoft Excel reports: if you don’t apply styles with 

Mail & Deploy, the formatting options of Microsoft Excel will be used. This means that you can prepare 

your template with formats, colors etc. and Mail & Deploy will only add raw data to the Excel sheet. 

Conditional formatting is also possible in these cases. 

For Microsoft Excel reports, there’s also an Insertion Mode setting (see Table Insertion Modes) that 

controls how other contents of the Microsoft Excel Sheet will be affected by the insertion of the table. 

trueChart Table Element 

This report element enables you to use tables constructed from HighCoordination trueCharts and use 

them in reports. 

🛈 trueChart by HighCoordination is an extension for QlikView / Qlik Sense; Mail & Deploy is compatible with the Qlik 

Sense version of the extension only. 

 

There are two objects you need to specify: the data source object is the actual trueChart object from 

which you want to derive a graphic. If the initialization of objects is required, the Initialize Data Source 

Object may be used. The sub chart id then lets you specify which part of the trueChart object you want 

to export. By using the Delete Columns property, you can delete columns; the property needs to be set 

to a comma-separated list of integers that represent the numbers of the columns to delete. If you don’t 

want to delete any columns you can just leave that property empty. 

trueChart Picture Element 

This report element enables you to use images constructed from HighCoordination trueCharts and use 

them in reports. 

🛈 trueChart by HighCoordination is an extension for QlikView / Qlik Sense; Mail & Deploy is compatible with the Qlik 

Sense version of the extension only. 
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There are two objects you need to specify: the data source object is the actual trueChart object from 

which you want to derive a graphic. If the initialization of objects is required, the Initialize Data Source 

Object may be used. 

The report element supports two modes to export a trueChart graphic: 

Exporting the full chart 

If you disable the Apply Grid Construction option, the complete chart will be exported in the 

dimensions specified. 

Defining sub-charts to export 

If you only want to export sub-parts of the chart, you can active the Apply Grid Construction 

option. By pressing the  button you can then specify a grid by supplying the number of rows 

and columns. In the grid view, for each of the resulting grid cells, you can specify the ID of the 

sub-chart which you want to export by clicking on the grid cell and entering the ID. 

Repeater Report Element 

The repeater is a report element that allows you to control the flow of a report. It behaves differently 

for Microsoft Excel, Microsoft PowerPoint and other template based reports. You can select a data source 

field from which to get values to feed the repeater; the Query Mode attribute then allows you to specify 

whether you want to feed the repeater with all values of that field, only values of that field that apply 

to the current filtering status of the data source or only values to which that specific field is currently 

filtered. 

Using a repeater in a Microsoft Excel report: you can specify a data source field as the basis of the 

repeater. Mail & Deploy will – when creating the report – get all current values for the specified data 

source field and store these values on a list. For each of these values, the worksheet on which the repeater 

is placed will be duplicated. Then, all data source fields specified in the repeater element will be filtered 

to the current repeater value and the associated worksheet will be processed (that means: all report 

elements on it will be processed and data from data sources will be added to the worksheet). 

Example: We assume that we have a data source that contains data for the years 2013, 2014, and 2015. 
These values are stored in a field named “Year” in the data source. The output report should contain one sheet 

for each year in which there is a table that contains data for that year. This can be achieved by creating two 
report elements; one table element that is placed on the worksheet within the Microsoft Excel template and 

one repeater element that repeats for each value in the field “Year” of the data source and is also placed in 
that worksheet. It doesn’t matter where the repeater is placed within the template, because it will not be 

contained in the output report anyways. However, only one repeater per Worksheet is allowed. 

 

When the report is being created, Mail & Deploy will read all available years from the data source (2013, 

2014, and 2015) and duplicate the worksheet for these values. Then each report element of each sheet will 
be processed with the data source being filtered to the current repeater value (so the first sheet will contain 
report elements filtered to 2013, the second one to 2014 and the third one to 2015). 
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Using a repeater in a Microsoft Word or HTML report: you can specify a data source field as the basis 
of the repeater. Mail & Deploy will – when creating the report – get all current values for the specified 
data source field and store these values on a list. For each of these values, the section between the start 
of the repeater element and the end of the repeater element will be duplicated. Then, the report 
elements for each section will be processed and replaced in the template. 

Example: We assume that we have a data source that contains data for the years 2013, 2014, and 2015. 

These values are stored in a field named “Year” in the data source. The output report should contain one table 
for each of these values. This can be achieved by creating two report elements; one table element that is 

placed in the Microsoft Word or HTML Document and one repeater element that repeats for each value in 
the field “Year” of the data source and is placed in such a way in the Microsoft Word or HTML Document, 

that it surrounds the table element. 

 

 

When the report is being created, Mail & Deploy will read all available years from the data source (2013, 
2014, and 2015) and duplicate the section between the repeater element tags for these values. Then each 

report element of each section will be processed with the data source being filtered to the current repeater 
value (so the first section will contain report elements filtered to 2013, the second one to 2014 and the third 

one to 2015). 
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Please note, that for Microsoft Word or HTML Documents, multiple repeater elements may be nested. 

Using a repeater in a Microsoft PowerPoint report: you can specify a data source field as the basis of 
the repeater. Mail & Deploy will – when creating the report – get all current values for the specified 
data source field and store these values on a list. For each of these values, Mail & Deploy will duplicate 
all slides (the first one being the slide on which the start element of the repeater is placed, the last one 
being the slide on which the end element of the repeater is placed). Then, the report elements for each 
section will be processed and replaced in the template. 

Example: We assume that we have a data source that contains data for the years 2013, 2014, and 2015. 

These values are stored in a field named “Year” in the data source. The output report should contain two slides 
for each of these values with one slide containing a chart, the second one a table. This can be achieved by 

creating three report elements; one table element and one chart element that are on two different slides of 
the Microsoft PowerPoint template and one repeater element that repeats for each value in the field “Year” 
of the data source and is placed in such a way in the Microsoft PowerPoint template that its start tag is on 

the first slide to be duplicated and the end tag on the last slide to be duplicated. 
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When the report is being created, Mail & Deploy will read all available years from the data source (2013, 
2014, and 2015) and duplicate both slides for each of these values. Then each report element of each section 

will be processed with the data source being filtered to the current repeater value (so the first slide will contain 
the chart object for 2013, the second slide the table object for 2013, the third slide will contain the chart 

object for 2014 etc.). Please note, that there can only be one repeater tag (either a start or an end tag) on 
each slide and repeater elements cannot be nested. 

CSV Reports  

This kind of report allows you to create a CSV file that contains data from a single object of a data 
source. You need to specify the data source, the object from which to get data, whether you want to 
include header, normal and total cells and which separators to use for rows and columns. 

On Demand Reporting 

You can set up user or user group permissions that allow specific users or user groups to request this 

report through the on demand hub (see On Demand). 
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Tasks 

Introduction 

Tasks are a way of executing a set of actions (see Actions) automatically or triggered by an on demand 

request by a user (see On Demand). These actions do not necessarily require a report to be created or 

distributed; tasks can also be used to reload data sources on a regular basis, reducing them etc. 

Task Management 

Tasks can be added, edited and deleted by using the ,  and  buttons. 

General Properties 

Tasks – like reports – have a name and a description; both help users to identify the task both in Mail 

& Deploy Client as well as the on demand hub. 

You can set the date and time-zone of the next execution as well as the frequency for the automatic 

execution of this task. The date entered for the next execution is interpreted as the local standard time 

according to the chosen time-zone. If you set the frequency to Never, the task will never be executed 

automatically and can just be triggered by using the on demand hub or an API call. 

Tasks can have one or more task parameters; these can be used to filter data sources and can be passed 

to reports as values for report parameters. 

Actions 

When the task is being executed, Mail & Deploy executes all actions (see Actions) of the task in sequential 

order. 

History 

The history tab allows you to view all executions of a task; bold dates indicate that at least one execution 

of the task has taken place on that specific day. If you click on the date, the list will show all executions 

of the task on that day, also indicating whether the execution produced warnings or errors. When you 

click on one of the executions you can view the log file of the execution in the list below. 

On Demand Task Execution 

You can set up user or user group permissions that allow specific users or user groups to execute this task 

through the on demand hub (see On Demand). 
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Actions 

This chapter provides a detailed description for all actions that can be used when designing Reports and 

defining Tasks. 

Create Report 

This action creates a previously designed report (see Reports) by using the given parameters and caches 

the created report with a given name. You can specify a value for each of the parameters the designed 

report has. 

If you plan to distribute this report by e-mail, you can specify e-mail distribution settings; the attachment 

name is an expression (see Expressions) that defines the name of the e-mail attachment that is used, 

when this report is later distributed by e-mail. You can also dynamically assign e-mail addresses to 

distribute the report to; this is required, if the e-mail addresses to send a specific report to have to read 

from a data source (e.g. a data source field or variable). If you check Assign to Dynamic E-Mail 

Addresses, you can specify the data source field from which to read e-mail addresses. 

You can add the created report to a report collection by checking Add To Report Collection and entering 

a name of the report group. This is convenient if you want to send a large number of reports in a single 

e-mail; you can then specify to distribute to report collection instead of having to select each created 

report. 

🛈 
Please note, that the Create Report action does not actually send e-mails; it just assigns an attachment name and – 

optionally – e-mail addresses to the created report. You need to use the Distribute Reports By E-Mail Action to actually 

send e-mails. 

Cycle 

This action reads all values from a given data source field that match the current filters of the data source 

and cycles through all these values. For each of these values all cycle actions will be executed. You need 

to specify a Data Dource and Field to get the values from; the Query Mode attribute then allows you 

to specify whether you want to feed the cycle with all values of that field, only values of that field that 

apply to the current filtering status of the data source or only values to which that specific field is currently 

filtered. In addition to that you can enter the Cycle Parameter Name as well as a list of Actions. 

Example: We assume that we have a data source that contains data for a variety of countries; these countries 
are stored in a field named “CountryName”. We want to create a report for each country contained in the 

data source and save the report to the file system. To accomplish this, we need to add a cycle action and 
specify the data source and field “CountryName” to define the source of the values to cycle. The cycle 

parameter can be named “Country”. We can then add a Create Report action that creates a previously 
designed report and uses the cycle parameter as report parameter. After that, we can add a Save Report To 
File System action to save the report to the file system. 

Distribute Report by E-Mail 

This action distributes one or more previously created reports (see Create Report) by e-mail. You can 

select the reports and / or report collections to distribute as well as the e-mail server to use (see E-Mail 
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Servers), the sender and reply e-mail address and the subject, which can be an expression, so it can 

dynamically be created. 

The body of the e-mail can be defined by either specifying an expression or an HTML report that has 

previously been created; the latter option will lead to an e-mail in which the e-mail body actually contains 

the HTML report. If you choose to do this, you do not need to specify the HTML report in the list of reports 

to distribute by the e-mail (otherwise you will end up with the HTML report being the e-mail body as 

well as an e-mail attachment). 

Filter Data Source Field Value 

This action filters the field of a data source to one or more values. You need to specify the data source, 

the field as well as a list of values to filter to (see Expressions). Depending on whether you have Perform 

Match Filter activated or not, the filtering will behave differently. 

Match Filters 

If you use Perform Match Filter, each of the values will be treated as search texts and will as such be 

used to filter the data source field. This option can be used to filter based on wildcards or other – 

sometimes data source dependent – criteria. 

Example 1: Suppose you have a field named “Country” that contains the names of countries; if you want to 
filter all countries starting with the letter A and all countries starting with the letter C you can do this by 

activating Perform Match Filter and adding two values - A* and C* - to the value list. Each of these values 
will then be treated as match search strings and therefore select all countries starting with A or C. 

Example 2: Suppose you have a field named “Salary” and you want to filter all salaries greater than 3.000; 
this can be achieved by activating Perform Match Filter and adding >3000 to the value list. 

Filter Checks 

The optional Filter Check allows you to activate a check mechanism on the filtering which is being 

performed once a report is being created. The check type Any means, that at the creation of the report 

– when all other filters have been applied – at least one of the values of the list still needs to be filtered 

in the data source. Check type All means, that all of the values still need to be filtered. If the check fails, 

the report will not be created. 

Example: Suppose you have a data source that contains turnovers by shop by country and you want to create 
a turnover report for every shop for the current year. In order to do that, you will have to filter two fields in 

the data source: the shop and the year. If the shop you have selected does not have any data for the current 
year, the selection of the field will be cleared, so you end up with all the shops having data for the current 
year being selected. This would lead to a faulty report, because the report should only contain data of a 

single shop. To solve this issue, when filtering the fields “Year” and “Shop” in both cases you should activate 
a filter check that checks whether all the values are still selected when actually creating the report. If that is 

not the case, the report will not be created and you don’t end up with reports containing wrong and sometimes 
unpredictable data. 

Initialize Data Source Object 

This action initializes a data source object by activating it in the data source. This is especially required 

in cases where a Qlik Sense extension object initializes certain parameters in the application and needs 

to do that before other parts of the application are used. 

Example: Assume that you have a Qlik Sense application with two objects; OBJ01 is an object that – when 
rendered – prepares the application by applying filters etc. OBJ02 is a graphical object (a pie chart for 
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instance) that you want to export into a report. In such a case, you can use the Initialize Data Source Action 
in order to initialize object OBJ01 before report elements (and thus OBJ02) are being processed. 

Prepare Data Source 

This action acts as a container for other actions which can be used to prepare a data source for additional 

operations; the actions that can be contained in a prepare data source action can be reload, variable 

and filter actions. 

Print Report 

This action prints a report that has previously been created (see Create Report) to a local or network 

printer. You have to specify the created report and the printer name; the latter is an expression, so you 

can also dynamically create the printer name (see Expressions). 

Reload Data Source 

This action reloads a data source. You need to specify the data source. 

Remove All Field Filters 

This action removes all filters from all filters of a data source. You need to specify the data source. 

Remove Field Filter 

This action removes the filter (unfilters) the field of a data source. You need to specify the data source 

and the field. 

Save Data Source 

This action saves a data source back to its original location. You need to specify the data source. 

Save Data Source As 

This action saves a data source to the given file system path. You need to specify the data source and 

the file system path. The latter is an expression, so you can create the file system path dynamically (see 

Expressions). 

Save Reduced Data Source As 

This action saves the reduced version of a data source to the given file system path; this means that all 

data, that does not comply to the current filters will be removed in the reduced version. You need to 

specify the data source and the file system path. The latter is an expression, so you can create the file 

system path dynamically (see Expressions). 
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Save Report to File System 

This action saves a previously created report (see Create Report) to a given location in the file system. 

You have to specify the created report and the file system path; the latter is an expression, so you can 

also dynamically create the file system path, including folder and file names (see Expressions). The file 

system path has to include the file name, but not the extension, because Mail & Deploy automatically 

uses the extension based on the report type. Mail & Deploy will automatically create folders if they 

don’t exist. 

Set Data Source Variable 

This action sets the variable of a data source to a given value; you need to specify the data source as 

well as a value (see Expressions). 
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Expressions 

Introduction 

Expressions are values that may be constructed from dynamic values, by – for instance – including values 

of data source variables or fields. All input fields that are allowed to contain expressions can be 

identified by the button right next to the input field. 

An example code for an expression would be: 

Year [DatasourceName].[Field].[Year] 

At runtime, the resulting value would be a concatenated string consisting of “Year“ and the current value 

of the field “Year” in the data source “DatasourceName”; if the current value of that data source field 

was 2014, the resulting value would be “Year 2014”. 

Dynamic Values 

You can insert dynamic values into your expression, by clicking the button; this opens up a context menu 

that allows you to insert a dynamic value. 

Data Source Field Value 

You can insert a string to your expression that will be replaced by the current value of the given data 

source field at the time of the execution. 

Data Source Variable Value 

You can insert a string to your expression that will be replaced by the current value of the given data 

source variable at the time of the execution. 

Data Source Expression Result 

You can insert a string to your expression that will be replaced by the result value of an expression that 

will be evaluated from within the data source. The syntax of the data source expression depends on the 

type of data source. For a QlikView Document, for instance, an example expression could look like this: 

Average Product Price [DatasourceName].[Expression].[AVG(Price)] 

This expression would be a concatenated string containing “Average Product Price“ and the return value 

of the expression AVG(Price) as evaluated by the data source in use. Please note, that you can specify 

any expression the data source supports. 

Data Source Object Title 

This dynamic value will be replaced by the title of the given data source object (for instance what’s 

written in the title bar of the QlikView object). 

Report Parameter Value 

You can insert the value of a parameter of the report; this is only possible for expressions in the context 

of a report that has at least one parameter. 
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Task Parameter Value 

You can insert the value of a parameter of the task; this is only possible for expressions in the context of 

a task that has at least one parameter. 

Other Values 

Depending on the context, there might be other values – such as printer names, report names etc. – 

available. 
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On Demand 

Introduction 

Mail & Deploy can not only executes tasks and distribute reports on a regular, automatic basis; it also 

allows to run a web interface from which users can request reports and execute tasks on demand. 

Requirements 

There is no need for an additional web service (e.g. IIS), because Mail & Deploy hosts a web server 

itself in order to provide the on demand hub. 

Configuration 

On demand features are configured on three levels: you need to enable the on demand hub and specify 

a port on which to run the web server in Mail & Deploy Server Control Panel (see On Demand 

Configuration). You also need to make sure that the port used is not blocked by a firewall. 

For each repository, you can decide whether it can be used on the on demand hub (see On Demand) 

and if yes, which e-mail server shall be used to send reports requested through the on demand hub. 

However, only reports and tasks can be requested, where the user (or a user group to which the user 

belongs) accessing the on demand hub is listed in the on demand section of the report or task. In other 

words: to allow a user or user group to request a report or task through the on demand hub you need 

to enable the on demand features on the server level, on the repository level and you need to add the 

user (or a user group to which the user belongs) to the on demand list of that report or task. 

Launching 

The hub can be launched by entering http://<server_name>:<on_demand_port>/MailAndDeploy, where 

the server name is the name or IP address of the computer running Mail & Deploy Server. 

User and User Group Permissions 

In order to allow a user to request a report or execute a task through the on demand hub, the user (or 

a user group to which that user belongs) needs to be added to the on demand list of the report or task. 

This will basically allow the user to request the report or execute the task by specifying all report or task 

parameters. 

Sometimes, however, it’s necessary to set some of the report or task parameters to fixed values for a 

specific user or user group. This can be accomplished by specifying the report or task parameter name 

as well as the fixed values to use when setting up the user or user group permission in the report or task 

on demand list.  

Example: Assume there is a report that takes two parameters; the department and the year. The report contains 
information about salaries of employees. If you want to allow users to request the report through the on 

demand hub, you will probably want them to be able to specify the year for which they want the report, but 
not the department, because you want each user to only be able to get data for his own department. In that 
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case, you would set the department parameter to a fixed value, so the user cannot enter it when requesting 
the report through the on demand hub. 
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Additional Concepts 

Table Insertion Modes 

When tables need to be exported to Microsoft Excel, an Insertion Mode is being used by Mail & Deploy; 

this affects how the table will affect other contents of the Microsoft Excel Sheet. The following table gives 

an overview about each insertion mode and its effects. 

Insertion 

Mode 

Description 

Overwrite When inserting a table with this mode, Mail & Deploy will simply start at the location of 

the report element within the template and overwrite all the values within the range of that 

table. 

 

 

 

Insert Rows When inserting a table with this mode, Mail & Deploy will insert a full row for each row of 

the table that is being inserted. 

 

 

 

Insert Cells When inserting a table with this mode, Mail & Deploy will insert a row for each row of the 

table that is being inserted, however, only not the complete Worksheet will be shifted down 
but only those cells in the range of the table. 
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Best Practices 

Performance Considerations 

Creating large reports with a lot of data can be a time-consuming process. This section gives you some 

hints and tips where performance bottlenecks may lie and how to circumnavigate them. 

QlikView Tables 

When exporting large QlikView tables (with lots of cells) using table report elements (see Table Report 

Element and Customized Table Report Element) performance issues are very likely to occurs. The root 

cause of this issue is the API of QlikView which has some downsides performance-wise. 

Performance Problem Causes 

The following sections will illustrate causes for performance problems in relation to QlikView tables. 

Keeping Source Styles 

If you configure tables to use the Keep Source Styles option, Mail & Deploy will have to read 

all styling data for a complete QlikView table. This may create a large performance impact, 

especially because Mail & Deploy needs to read style information from every QlikView cell of 

the source table. This may take a long time when the source table contains a lot of cells. In order 

to get a large performance gain, avoid using the Keep Source Styles option on very large 

tables. 

Treating Cell Types Differently 

If you set a table up to treat cell types (header, normal, total) differently, Mail & Deploy will 

have to read through all source table cells in order to get their cell type. This may also lead to 

a significant impact on performance. 

Merging Cells 

If you set up tables to either merge header cells or merge normal cells, this may also have a big 

impact on performance, singe Mail & Deploy needs to read the cell type for each of these cells. 

Due to the (sometimes) bad QlikView API performance, this may lead to a significant impact on 

performance. 

Solutions 

Depending on the scenario, a few solutions to these performance issues are illustrated below. 

Exporting Tables to Microsoft Excel 

If you need to export large tables to Microsoft Excel, it’s much faster to pre-format cells in the 

Excel template and then use the No Style option in Mail & Deploy. If you then avoid the merging 

of cells, you will have the fastest export method for exporting tables to Microsoft Excel and still 

have them styled. 
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Known Issues 

This chapter provides a summary of known issues. 

Pivot Table Cell Types (QlikView) 

When reading pivot tables from QlikView there is no way for Mail & Deploy to distinguish between 

normal and subtotal cells of the pivot table, since the QlikView API simply doesn’t provide this 

information. Therefore, if you use the Apply Style functionality for total cells, subtotals will not be 

affected by this style; they will receive the style set for normal cells. However, if you use Keep Source 

Style on normal cells, the style from QlikView will be read correctly (e.g. if normal and subtotal cells 

have different styles in QlikView they will also have different styles in the output Mail & Deploy creates). 

This problem affects both the Table Report Element as well as the Customized Table Report Element. 
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API 

Introduction 

Mail & Deploy offers an application programming interface (API) based on a web service, which allows 

3rd party developers to interact with Mail & Deploy Server. The API server can be configured using Mail 

& Deploy Server Control Panel (see API Server Configuration). The web-service that implements the API 

can then be reached using the URL http://<server_name>:<api_port>/MailAndDeployApi. 

API Functions 

GetRepositoryNames() As String() 

This function takes no parameters and returns an array of strings; each string contains the name of one 

repository available on the server. 

GetReports(pRepositoryName As String) As String() 

This function takes the name of a repository as an argument and returns an array of strings; each string 

contains the ID and name (separated by the character: ➿) of a report available in the repository with 

the given name. 

GetTasks(pRepositoryName As String) As String() 

This function takes the name of a repository as an argument and returns an array of strings; each string 

contains the ID and name (separated by the character: ➿) of a task available in the repository with 

the given name. 

ExecuteTask(pTaskId As String, pParameters As String()) As String 

This function takes the ID of a task and an array of strings as arguments; the ID of the task identifies the 

task you want to execute while the array of strings contains one entry for each task parameter to apply. 

The format for each task parameter is: 

<parameter_name>=<parameter_value_1>➿<parameter_value_2>... 

This allows you to set each parameter to one or more values. The function returns a string that contains 

the ID of the task execution request; this ID can then be used to get the status of the task execution. 

GetTaskExecutionStatus(pRequestId As String) As String() 

This function takes the ID of a task execution request as argument; an array of strings will be returned 

that contains information about the execution status of the task. The first line of the array contains the 

status of the task and can be one of the following values: 

Value Description 

waiting Indicates that the task execution has not yet begun. 

executing Indicates that the task execution is currently in progress. 

completed Indicates that the task execution has finished. 
 

All lines starting from the second one represent log file entries that contain information about the 

execution and have the following format: 
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<log_entry_type>➿<log_entry_text> 

The following log entry types exist: 

Value Description 

information The log entry contains an information message. 

warning The log entry contains a warning message. 

error The log entry contains an error message. 
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Version History 

This chapter contains – in reverse chronological order – the version history of Mail & Deploy. 

Version 2.0.5 

• Two new report elements (see trueChart Table Element and trueChart Picture Element) have been 

introduced and enable support for HighCoordination trueCharts. 
 

• Fixes a bug where on-demand users could have gained access to reports and tasks through the 

on-demand hub, that was set up to allow access for user groups, even though these users were 

not part of that group. 
 

• Added the possibility to import users and user groups from an active directory (see Active 

Directory Import).  
 

• Fixed a bug with report collections which were previously not processed correctly in all cases.  
 

• Added the possibility to insert the titles of data source objects as dynamic values in an 

Expressions.  
 

• Fixed a bug where merging header cells in a Table Report Element or Customized Table Report 

Element could result in an error if more than one group of cells needed to be merged.  
 

• Added the possibility to import templates of Template Based Reports.  
 

• Added the possibility to choose a query mode for field values for both Cycle and Repeater 

Report Element. 
 

• Fixed the tab order on all user interfaces.  
 

• Mail & Deploy client will now automatically obtain updates (see Updating). 
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